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ABSTRACT

One often hears that a weighted, least squares fit produces maximum likelihood 
parameters only if the measured	푦 are governed by Gaussian distributions.  Here 
we show that iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) also produces maximum 
likelihood parameters for random variables governed by Poisson, binomial and 
exponential distributions, whose standard deviation 휎 depends on the distribution 
mean 휇 .[1]  The mathematics for this assertion are demonstrated and show a 
surprising appearance of the variance of the distribution involved.  The IRLS 
algorithm starts with initial estimates for the fitting parameters 푎 from which is 
calculated an initial set of fit values	푦푖fit is calculated.  The 휎 are then 
determined	based on the assumed distribution type and using the	푦푖fit (not the 푦 ) 
for	휇 .  Minimizing the	휒 = 푦 − 푦푖fit /휎 keeping 퐭퐡퐞	훔풊ퟐ fixed generates an 
improved set of 푎 , 푦푖fit, and 휎 .  IRLS uses each prior fit to calculate 휎 for the next 
and iterations continue until self-consistent.  Keeping the standard deviations fixed 
during each least squares fit, ultimately using their values as calculated at the best 
fit, guarantees the final fit parameters will be maximum likelihood parameters.
[1] A. Charnes, E.L. Frome and P.L. Yu, “Equivalence of Generalized Least 
Squares and the Maximum Likelihood Estimates in the Exponential Family,” J. of 
the Amer. Stat. Assoc., 71 (1976) 169-171
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Equation set 
above can be 
solved by

minimizing χ2

(weighted least 
squares fit)

minimizing χ2 with 
휎푖 = 푦푖fit

minimizing χ2 with
휎푖 = 푦푖fit(1 − 푦푖fit/풩)

minimizing χ2 with
휎푖 = (푦푖fit)2

Data:                     푦푖, 			푖 = 1 …푁
Fit parameters:						푎푘, 			푘 = 1 …푀
Fit: 																													푦푖fit, 	푖 = 1 …푁

Chi-square variable:

χ2 =
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휎푖

Drop terms that do not 
depend on 휇푖. Change 
휇푖 to its estimate 푦푖fit.

Only the	푦푖fit depend on the	푎푘. 
푦푖fit = 푓푖( 푎푘 )

Likelihood is the 
product probability of 
the whole data set:

푃( 푦푖 ) 	= 푃(푦푖)

Log likelihood is the 
sum of the ln 푃(푦푖):

L( 푦푖 ) = ln 푃(푦푖)

Condition for a 
maximum in 퐿 푦푖 : 
derivative wrt each 
푎 must be zero.

Starting 푎
	

Determine 푦푖fit. 
Continue until 

no change.

Determine new
휎푖 assuming
휇푖 = 푦푖fit 	

Determine new 푎
by minimizing χ2

keeping 휎푖 fixed 

iteratively weighted least squares algorithm
For Gaussian 푦푖, the log likelihood is simply -χ2/2
and the solution to the red-circled equation set 
gives MLEs for the 푎 . Thus, the equations can 
also be obtained and solved by minimizing χ2

with fixed 휎푖 . Consequently, the other equation 
sets can also be solved by minimizing χ2 with 
fixed 휎푖 ,	evaluated using 휇푖 = 푦푖fit and iterating.


